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Abstract—Compute-In-Memory (CiM) is a promising solution
to accelerate Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) as it can avoid
energy-intensive DNN weight movement and use memory arrays
to perform low-energy, high-density computations. These benefits
have inspired research across the CiM stack, but CiM research
often focuses on only one level of the stack (i.e., devices, circuits,
architecture, workload, or mapping) or only one design point
(e.g., one fabricated chip). There is a need for a full-stack
modeling tool to evaluate design decisions in the context of full
systems (e.g., see how a circuit impacts system energy) and to
perform rapid early-stage exploration of the CiM co-design space.

To address this need, we propose CiMLoop: an open-source
tool to model diverse CiM systems and explore decisions across
the CiM stack. CiMLoop introduces (1) a flexible specification
that lets users describe, model, and map workloads to both
circuits and architecture, (2) an accurate energy model that
captures the interaction between DNN operand values, hardware
data representations, and analog/digital values propagated by
circuits, and (3) a fast statistical model that can explore the
design space orders-of-magnitude more quickly than other high-
accuracy models.

Using CiMLoop, researchers can evaluate design choices at
different levels of the CiM stack, co-design across all levels,
fairly compare different implementations, and rapidly explore
the design space.

Index Terms—Compute-In-Memory, Processing-In-Memory,
Analog, Deep Neural Networks, Systems, Hardware, Modeling,
Open-Source

I. INTRODUCTION

Compute-In-Memory (CiM) is a promising solution to ad-
dress the high data movement energy and large number of
computations required by Deep Neural Networks (DNNs).
CiM systems compute directly inside memory, letting them
(1) keep DNN weights in memory to reduce high-energy
data movement, and (2) use large memory arrays to compute
many parallel multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations with
high density and low energy.

Many recent CiM implementations explore different levels
of the CiM stack: Devices store weights in CiM arrays;
Circuits perform computations, analog/digital conversion, data
movement, and other actions; Architecture organizes devices,
circuits, and other components into a larger system; Workloads
are the DNNs to accelerate; and Mapping schedules workloads
spatially and temporally on hardware.

The CiMLoop source, documentation, and tutorials are available at
https://github.com/mit-emze/cimloop.

Modeling
Work

Architecture
Flexibility

Circuit
Flexibility

Energy
Accuracy

Model
Speed

NeuroSim [3]–[6] Low Low High Low
MNSim [7], [8] Low Low Low Med.

Timeloop [9]–[14] High Low Low High
This Work High High High High

TABLE I: Comparison to prior CiM modeling works.

Often, researchers explore only one of these levels [1], [2].
However, CiM stack levels interact, so it is important to have a
full-stack model, which looks at all levels together. Full-stack
modeling is essential because evaluating a choice at one level
requires the context of the other levels. For example, when
choosing circuits, we would like to know how they will affect
full-system energy/throughput when running a given workload.
For this reason, we must co-optimize across the full stack to
find the design that best meets desired criteria.

To enable full-stack modeling, we need a modeling tool
that can represent all levels of the CiM stack and how they
interact with each other. To do so, such a tool must be flexible
to model the space of design decisions, accurate to correctly
compare these decisions, and fast to explore the design space
quickly. Table I compares CiMLoop to prior modeling works
in addressing the following key challenges.

A. CiM Modeling Challenges

1) Flexibility Challenge: The modeling tool must model
the CiM design space, but different CiM implementations
introduce different circuits and architectures [15]–[24]. To
model the design space, the tool must let users easily define
circuits, architectures, and how data moves between them.

This is a challenge because data movement can be different
between architectures (e.g., SRAM buffers in the memory
hierarchy store and exchange data with each other) and circuits
(e.g., within an SRAM buffer, sense amplifiers read and
propagate signals from the SRAM array). To address this
challenge, the modeling tool must be flexible, meaning that
it lets users easily describe a wide range of components,
how they connect, and how they move data. Unfortunately,
prior CiM modeling tools are either inflexible [6], [8], or lack
circuit-level modeling [9], [13].

Solving this issue introduces a second challenge: Flexible
modeling tools must describe many different types of compo-
nents, including both an architecture hierarchy (e.g., DRAM
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+ L3/L2/L1 cache) and set of circuits (e.g., data converters,
SRAM bitcells, addressing circuitry). To address this, the
modeling tool must also let users easily describe complex
designs with many different types of components.

2) Accuracy Challenge: The tool must model energy ac-
curately to correctly inform design decisions, but device and
circuit energy is data-value-dependent, meaning affected by
the values of data that each component propagates (e.g., energy
of some ReRAM devices are proportional to computed MAC
values [6]) Data-value-dependence can significantly affect
overall system energy [17], so we need a modeling tool with
high energy accuracy, which we define as capturing data-
value-dependence. Unfortunately, some prior models may use
inaccurate fixed-energy or fixed-power models [8], [9], [13]
that do not model data-value-dependence.

3) Modeling Speed Challenge: The modeling tool must be
fast enough to explore the large design space, but accurate
data-value-dependent energy modeling depends on data values,
and it is slow to simulate the many data values propagated by
components in a CiM system. Unfortunately, prior CiM mod-
eling works have not addressed this problem; accurate prior
models are slow [6] and fast prior models are inaccurate [8]–
[14].

B. CiMLoop

To address these challenges, we propose CiMLoop: a full-
stack CiM modeling tool with flexible user-defined systems
and fast, accurate statistical energy modeling. CiMLoop makes
the following key contributions:

• A flexible specification to describe CiM systems with
user-defined circuits and architecture. This specification
includes (1) directives representing circuit and architec-
ture data movement patterns, and (2) a representation
that describes both circuits and architecture in a single
hierarchy. This hierarchy lets users easily define and
map workloads to systems with many different types of
circuits, architectures, and data movement patterns.

• An accurate model of data-value-dependent component
energy that captures the interactions between DNN
operand values, data representations, and data values
propagated by components. Using this interface, we de-
velop a suite of CiM component models that can easily
be used in user-defined systems.

• Fast statistical models to calculate data-value-dependent
energy. These models calculate average energy once for
each action by each type of component, letting CiMLoop
(1) use constant runtime to model an arbitrary number of
components/actions, and (2) amortize energy calculation
over many mappings. As a result, CiMLoop is orders-of-
magnitude faster than prior accurate modeling works.

• Case studies using four recently-published fabricated
CiM designs. In these case studies, we validate CiM-
Loop’s accuracy and show that CiMLoop can (1) model
diverse CiM implementations, (2) explore tradeoffs at
different levels of the CiM stack, (3) model full systems,
and (4) fairly compare different CiM designs.
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Fig. 1: CiM macro computing a matrix-vector multiplication.
From a workload (top-left), the weight matrix (green) is
programmed into memory cells. Input vector elements (blue)
are sent on rows and outputs (red) appear on columns.

By addressing these challenges, CiMLoop lets researchers
evaluate and co-design across levels, fairly compare CiM
implementations, and rapidly explore the CiM design space.

II. BACKGROUND/MOTIVATION

We first give background on Compute-In-Memory (CiM) for
accelerating DNNs and why full-stack modeling is essential
for evaluating and exploring the CiM space. Following this, we
discuss each of the three challenges addressed by CiMLoop.

A. Compute-In-Memory (CiM) for DNNs

Tensor operations in Deep Neural Network (DNN) layers
can use large input, weight, and output tensors that are
energy-intensive to move from memory. Furthermore, tensor
operations may require large numbers of multiply-accumulate
(MAC) operations, which can also be energy and latency-
intensive to compute [25]–[27].

Data movement consumes a significant portion of DNN
energy [27], [28], and CiM can reduce energy costs by
computing directly within the memory arrays [29], which we
define as two-dimensional grids of interconnected memory
cells (e.g., SRAM bitcells or RRAM devices). Most com-
monly, CiM systems keep DNN weights in memory because
they do not change during DNN inference [2], [18], [20],
[29]. Many CiM implementations further reduce energy and
latency with analog domain computation, where an analog
MAC operation can be completed with one or a few memory
cells rather than a full digital MAC circuit.

Often, a CiM implementation is published as a macro [16]–
[24], which we define as an array of memory cells plus the ad-
ditional components needed to compute full MAC operations.
This is to contrast from the system, which we define as one or
more macros plus a memory hierarchy and the interconnects
between memories in the hierarchy.

One commonly-explored macro topology [2], [29], [30] is
shown in Fig. 1. In this topology, a digital-analog converter
(DAC) supplies analog inputs to the rows of a memory array.
Each memory cell in the array computes an analog MAC
operation between the input and its stored weight. Analog
outputs from each memory cell in a column are summed and
read by an analog-digital-converter (ADC) to yield a digital
output.



Researchers have explored a wide variety of other CiM
macro topologies, circuits, and means of analog and/or digital
computation. CiMLoop models the CiM macro space and
integrates CiM macros with system modeling tools [9]–[14].

B. Full-Stack Modeling

CiM research spans each of the following levels:
• Devices: The components forming each memory

cell. Published macros often use SRAM [17], [20],
DRAM [31], [32], ReRAM [18], [30], [33], or STT-
RAM [34].

• Circuits: The components performing computation, ana-
log/digital conversion, storage, data movement, and other
actions [17], [20], [35].

• Architecture: The organization of components into a
larger system (e.g., the number of each component and
how components are connected) [2], [29], [36]–[40].

• Workload: The DNN to be run, which we model as a
series of extended-Einsum [41] operations with tensors
of varying shapes and values [13], [26].

• Mapping: The temporal and spatial scheduling of the
workload onto the system [13].

Full-stack modeling, meaning modeling all levels together,
is essential for two reasons. First, all-level context is needed
to evaluate choices at a given level. The pitfall of modeling
without considering the full stack is shown in Fig. 2a where
we explore different CiM array sizes for a macro running the
DNN ResNet18 [42]. The lowest-energy macro has a smaller
array, which maintains high utilization and low energy even
with small DNN tensors. The macro that yields the lowest-
energy system uses a larger array. Though the large array
is often underutilized, it stores store more weights, letting it
reduce data movement to/from the memory hierarchy to reduce
system energy.

If we had optimized for macro energy, we would have been
misled into a higher-energy system; only by considering the
full system can we make the best decisions for a level. 1

The second reason for full-stack modeling is that co-
exploring levels can find better systems [43]–[46]. In Fig. 2b,
we start with the lowest-energy macro from Fig. 2a and
measure full-system energy while varying the DAC resolution
(circuits) and CiM array size (architecture). The optimize
circuits macro used a high-resolution DAC to process more
input bits at a time, reducing the number of times the array had
to be activated and decreasing energy per MAC. The optimize
architecture macro, in addition to the high-resolution DAC,
used a larger array to further reduce the number of times
the array had to be activated for a given number of MACs.
For smaller tensors, the array was underutilized, and high-
resolution high-energy DACs resulted in a greater energy
efficiency loss. Finally, the optimize both macro used a larger
array and a low-resolution DAC. The large array could com-
pute many MACs per activation, while the low-resolution DAC

1Furthermore, to conduct this exploration, we had to consider the workload
(tensor sizes for each DNN layer) and mapping (maximizing array utilization).
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Fig. 2a: Optimizing for the lowest-energy macro while neglecting the
system yields a higher-energy system overall.
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Fig. 2b: Co-optimizing circuits and architecture yields a lower-energy
system than optimizing either individually.

maintained low energy when the large array was underutilized.
Here, co-optimization helped us find design decisions that
synergized to produce a lower-energy system.

C. CiM Circuits, Architectures, and Data Movement
A CiM macro consists of a set of components (i.e., devices,

circuits, and architecture) and the connections they use to
move data. Component and data movement choices determine
system area/energy and the computations that a system may
carry out, so it is critical to represent these choices when
modeling CiM macros.

Different CiM macros use different components and data
movement patterns to optimize for different design goals. A
key aspect to consider when choosing components and data
movement patterns is how they can leverage data reuse to re-
duce energy [28]. Reuse saves energy by reducing the number
of times components are used to move and/or process data.
For example, weights may be stored and reused temporally
(i.e., across cycles) in memory cells to reduce the number of
times weights are fetched from separate memories. As another
example, the macro in Fig. 1 spatially reuses analog inputs
between multiple array columns, letting it reuse each analog
input for multiple computations. This reduces the number of
times that DACs convert inputs to analog.

There are many interesting design choices involving differ-
ent components, data movement patterns, and reuse opportu-
nities. To illustrate some of such choices, Fig. 3 shows several
strategies that published macros use to reduce ADC energy.
In the Base Macro [15], multiple array rows reuse outputs
(i.e., an N -row array may sum outputs from up to N MACs
and read the result with one ADC convert)2. To further reduce
ADC energy, different macros use a variety of strategies:

• Macro A [16] reuses analog outputs across different
columns by summing them on wires.

• Macro B [17] reuses analog outputs across different
columns by summing them with an analog adder.

• Macro C [18] reuses outputs across different cycles by
accumulating them with an analog accumulator.

2Many works have introduced strategies to reduce ADC energy. For more
information, see the Titanium Law [38], which breaks down the factors that
contribute to ADC energy and shows how ADC energy can be reduced.
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A1/A2 and different weights in B1/B2. A flexible model is needed to explore the different components and data movement pat-
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• Macro D [20] uses an analog MAC unit that internally
reuses outputs, letting it generate a single output using
different weight bits.

• Digital CiM [22] reuses outputs digitally to avoid the
need for an ADC.

Each of these strategies has tradeoffs. Additional com-
ponents consume area and energy. Components may also
introduce mapping and data movement constraints (e.g., for
Macro B, adjacent columns must store different bits of same
weight, and for Macro A, adjacent columns must store bits
from different weights).

In the broad CiM design space, these are just a few sets of
possible components, and reducing ADC energy is just one
challenge to be addressed.

Key modeling challenge 1: A modeling tool must be
flexible, meaning able to describe and map workloads to
macros with different sets of components and different patterns
of data movement/reuse. Furthermore, choices interact with the
full system, which may include buffer hierarchies and inter-
connects. Full-system modeling necessitates a representation
that makes it easy to describe complex designs with many
different types of components.

To model the design space, it is critical to let users de-
fine the components in the system and how they connect.
Unfortunately, prior modeling tools do not have this ability.
NeuroSim [6] and MNSim [8] model only the Base Macro
and do not let users add components or define data movement
patterns. Timeloop+Accelergy [9], [10], [13] let users define
architecture-level components (e.g., SRAM buffers) but are not
able to model circuit data movement or reuse (e.g., memory
cells and sense amplifiers in an SRAM buffer). For this reason,
none of these works can represent Macros A, B, C, or D.

D. Data-Value-Dependent Energy

Device/circuit energy is data-value-dependent, meaning af-
fected by data values propagated by components in the system.
We can break data-value-dependence into three components:

1) DNN Workload: The system processes DNN operands,
which vary between DNN layers/tensors in their distri-
butions, signedness, and amount of sparsity [11], [38].

2) Representation: How data values appear is determined
by how the hardware represents operands [47]. First,
operands are encoded, meaning represented as bits.
Next, they are sliced, meaning bits are partitioned
across different devices and circuits. Representations
may change for different tensors and different compo-
nents in the system.

3) Circuits: Different circuits spend different amounts of
energy to propagate different data values. For example,
some ADCs [35], [48] and DACs [17], [20] spend less
energy to convert small values.

Fig. 4 shows examples of each of these three components
affecting DAC energy. Data-value-dependence can have a
2.5× effect on the energy of the DAC type shown.

Key Modeling Challenge 2: To model accurately, a mod-
eling tool must model the data-value-dependent interactions
between workload, data representations, and circuit energy.
To explore the space of interactions possible, the tool must do
this flexibly (i.e., for heterogeneous user-defined circuits).

Unfortunately, Timeloop+Accelergy and MNSim use inac-
curate fixed-energy [9], [13] or fixed-power [8] models that
do not model data-value-dependence.

E. The Need for Fast Modeling

Co-exploring multiple levels opens a large design space,
and the number of design points grows exponentially with the
number of decisions explored. Furthermore, for each point,
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we may map a DNN with hundreds of layers [49] and search
thousands of mappings for each layer [13].

Key Modeling Challenge 3: Fast modeling is essential
to explore the large design space. This goal is in tension,
however, with accurate modeling because accurate modeling
requires modeling the many data values that circuits propagate.

Unfortunately, this tension has led prior work to be either
accurate or fast, but not both. NeuroSim [6] uses an accurate
data-value-dependent model, but it simulates every data value
and is therefore slow. Timeloop+Accelergy [9], [13] and
MNSim [8] use faster fixed-energy and fixed-power models,
but these models do not capture data-value-dependence.

III. CIMLOOP

In this section, we describe CiMLoop and how it addresses
the three key challenges described previously. We begin with
an overview of the CiMLoop infrastructure. We then describe
CiMLoop’s flexible per-component data reuse models and
CiMLoop’s system representation. Following that, we describe
CiMLoop’s data-value-dependent energy model and provided
component models. Finally, we discuss why CiMLoop is fast.

A. Infrastructure Overview

CiMLoop is built on the Timeloop+Accelergy [9], [13]
infrastructure. Users describe systems with a collection of
YAML files (architecture, workload, components, other con-
figurations) and run the infrastructure with a Python inter-
face. Accelergy performs area/energy estimations for each
component in the system. Timeloop uses these estimates to
perform mapping (i.e., spatial & temporal tiling) searches and
model full-system energy, throughput, and area for systems
running DNN workloads. CiMLoop modifies both Accelergy
and Timeloop to support CiM features, introducing a com-
ponent modeling interface that supports data-value-dependent
modeling and circuit-level data movement/reuse/mapping sup-
port. CiMLoop also introduces a new flexible architecture
specification and fast modeling pipeline.

B. Flexible Circuit and Architecture Modeling

CiMLoop’s flexible specification lets users specify compo-
nents, where they are in the system, and how they can move
and reuse data. We define components as anything that may

move or reuse data. Components may be fine-grained (e.g., an
SRAM bitcell) or coarse-grained (e.g., an SRAM buffer).

1) Per-Component Data Movement and Reuse: In a data
movement hierarchy, component X reuses a piece of data if X
uses the data multiple times with one access to the parent of
X. Reuse can only occur if reuse is supported by hardware,
present in the workload (i.e., multiple computations use the
same data), and present in the mapping (i.e., computations are
mapped to adjacent spatial components or timesteps such that
reuse can happen between the components or timesteps).

For each component and each tensor (i.e., inputs, out-
puts, weights), users may set supported reuse independently.
Temporal-Reuse can store data between cycles, e.g., buffers
temporally reuse data. No-Temporal-Reuse does not allow
reuse between cycles. No-temporal-reuse components may or
may not coalesce, meaning change multiple accesses of the
same value into one access of backing storage. For example,
when an adder sums several values, it coalesces them into one
output (i.e., reusing the output for multiple additions). On the
other hand, a DAC may not coalesce; if the same piece of
data is propagated through a DAC multiple times, it must be
fetched from backing storage multiple times. Temporal-reuse
components can always coalesce if given the opportunity. Ad-
ditionally, data may bypass data around a component without
activating that component (e.g., inputs bypass a weight buffer).

Spatially between components, data may be reused (multi-
cast or reduced between components) or not reused (unicast to
each component individually). For example, in the Base macro
topology, outputs are reused between rows (i.e., outputs from
multiple rows are summed and read once by the ADC) but not
columns (i.e., outputs from each column are read individually
by the ADC). We show each of these reuse options when
describing the macro in the following section.

2) Representing Systems with Container-Hierarchy: CiM-
Loop uses a container-hierarchy representation to scalably rep-
resent circuits and architectures. A container is a grouping of
components and/or (sub)containers, and a container-hierarchy
is a series of containers where each contains all subsequent
components/containers. Container-hierarchies are useful for
describing CiM systems because:

• Each container isolates local design decisions while ab-
stracting other containers. This permits easy description
of complex designs with many different types of compo-
nents.

• Container hierarchies express circuits and architecture in
one hierarchy, so they are compatible with tools and
abstractions for memory hierarchies [13].

• Container-hierarchies can be nested to arbitrary depths
(e.g., can describe memory cells, circuits, architecture,
and multi-chip data movement at the same time).

• Multiple container-hierarchies can be mixed and matched
to aid design space exploration (e.g., a user may create
one macro and test that macro in multiple systems).

To show how to use container-hierarchy, we use it to
describe the CiM system in Fig. 5a. This system is similar
to the macro shown in Fig. 1, but we add a digital adder



to reuse (sum) outputs after the ADC and we use a single
buffer as the memory hierarchy. In our description, each
component is underlined and each reuse option is bolded.
The macro can be described as:

1) A container abstracts the macro, separating it from the
rest of the system. The macro communicates with a
buffer that temporally reuses inputs and outputs (i.e.,
stores them over time).

2) In the macro, inputs pass through a no-temporal-reuse-
no-coalesce bank of DACs to be converted to analog.
Meanwhile, a no-temporal-reuse adder sums values
from columns and coalesces them into one output.
Finally, we abstract the array as two column containers.
Inputs, but not outputs, are reused spatially between
columns (i.e., all columns receive the same inputs, but
each column produces an independent output).

3) In each column, two memory cells temporally reuse
(i.e., store over time) weights. Outputs from memory
cells are reused (summed) spatially then pass through
a no-temporal-reuse-no-coalesce ADC to be converted
to digital.

Fig. 5b shows a simplified YAML specification for this CiM
macro. Given this specification and a workload, CiMLoop
maps (i.e., spatially/temporally schedules) the workload onto
the system and generates area/energy/throughput estimates.
In the full (non-simplified) specification, each component
includes a class (e.g., a buffer is SRAM), attributes (e.g., ADC
resolution), and optional constraints/heuristics for the mapping
search. CiMLoop tutorials include the full syntax.

C. Accurate Data-Value-Dependent Modeling

1) Data-Value-Dependent Pipeline: To model data-value-
dependent energy, CiMLoop needs to know what data values
each component propagates and how these impact energy. This
procedure is broken into three steps:

a) Workload Operand Distributions: For each workload
tensor (i.e., inputs, outputs, weights), CiMLoop uses a distri-
bution of values that operands in this tensor take. Distributions,
rather than full tensors, are fast to model as described in
Section III-D.

b) Encoding and Slicing: CiMLoop calculates the repre-
sentation of elements in each tensor for each component (rep-
resentations may change as data moves through the system).
Representation first depends on encoding, meaning represent-
ing operands as binary values. CiMLoop supports encoding
and slicing functions from CiM implementations, including
offset [2], differential [38], XNOR [16], and magnitude-
only [44]. Other encoding schemes can be defined or imported.
After encoding, binary values are sliced, meaning their bits are
partitioned across hardware components. Computations across
multiple slices are exposed to the Timeloop [13] mapper,
letting CiMLoop tile and spatially/temporally map the bits of
each tensor.

c) Component Energy Modeling: At this point, CiMLoop
has the distribution of encoded and sliced data values propa-
gated by each component. Per-component models use these
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Fig. 5a: Container-hierarchy partitions systems into simple containers.

!Component # Buffer stores inputs & outputs.
name: buffer
temporal_reuse: [Inputs, Outputs] # Bypass weights

!Container # Container includes everything declared in
name: macro # following lines

# =================== Now inside Macro ====================
!Component # Adder sums values and coalesces them into
name: adder # one output.
coalesce: [Outputs] # Bypasses inputs/weights

!Component # Inputs pass through DACs, convert to analog.
name: DAC_bank # DACs can not coalesce.
no_coalesce: [Inputs] # Bypass outputs/weights

!Container # Inputs are spatially reused between columns,
name: column # while outputs/weights are not.
spatial: {meshX: 2} # 2 columns in X dimension
spatial_reuse: [Inputs] # Reuse inputs, not outputs/weights

# =================== Now inside Column ===================
!Component # Outputs pass through ADC, convert to digital
name: ADC
no_coalesce: [Outputs] # Bypass inputs/weights

!Component # Memory cells store & temporally reuse weights.
name: memory_cell # Memory cells spatially reuse outputs.
spatial: {meshY: 2} # 2 cells in Y dimension
temporal_reuse: [Weights] # Bypass inputs/outputs
spatial_reuse: [Outputs] # Reuse outputs not inputs/weights

Fig. 5b: A YAML container-hierarchy describes the
system in Fig. 5a. #-marked comments explain the syntax.
!Component / !Container tags declare components/containers,
temporal_reuse / coalesce / no_coalesce directives
describe data reuse, and spatial describes the number of each
component in the X/Y dimensions. If a particular tensor is not listed
for a component, then it bypasses the component.

distributions to calculate energy. Each component may use
distributions differently (e.g., resistor energy increases with the
duration of applied voltages, while capacitor energy increases
with the amount of switching of applied voltages).

2) Provided Models: CiMLoop includes a suite of provided
plug-ins that let users model components in their own systems.
CiMLoop uses the Accelergy [9] plug-in suite, including the
CACTI [50] plug-in modeling buffers and the Aladdin [51]
plug-in modeling digital components. CiMLoop also includes
a simple plug-in interface that lets users define new data-
value-dependent energy models. To model CiM components,
CiMLoop includes the following additional plug-ins.

The ADC Plug-In [52] uses regression-based models over
published ADCs [53]–[56] to predict the area and energy of an
ADC (or bank of ADCs) that meets a user-defined throughput,



resolution, and number of ADCs.
The NeuroSim Plug-In uses NeuroSim [6] to model array

row/column drivers and ADCs; memory cells; and digital
components such as adders, multiplexers, and logic gates. To
enable flexibility, CiMLoop separates NeuroSim components
from one another so they can be reassembled into user-defined
systems. To enable fast modeling, CiMLoop connects the
NeuroSim plug-in to the fast modeling pipeline described in
Section III-D. These changes maintain high accuracy, which
we quantify in Section IV-A. We also connect the NeuroSim
plug-in to memory cells in the NVMExplorer [1] memory cell
exploration tool to let users flexibly swap device models.

The Library Plug-In models a library of components used
in various CiM works [2], [6], [18], [29], [37], [38], [40],
[44], [51], [57]. The Library plug-in can be used to quickly
create new systems by leveraging off-the-shelf component
models [58], or it can be used to fairly compare different
architectures while using a common set of components.

D. Fast Modeling

To model quickly, CiMLoop calculates the average energy
for each action by each type of component. This average
energy can then be applied to any number of actions by
that type of component, letting CiMLoop model an arbitrary
number of components/operations with constant runtime. This
is particularly helpful for quickly modeling CiM systems,
which may have many components in parallel (e.g., thousands
of memory cells in an array).

1) Modeling DNN Operand Values with Distributions:
CiMLoop leverages the distributions (i.e., a probability mass
function for each tensor) of DNN operand values [38] as an
input to its statistical model. As described in Section III-C,
CiMLoop will use these distributions and their hardware
representations to derive the data values that each type of
component will propagate.

CiMLoop decouples the gathering of DNN operand distri-
butions from system modeling. This is for two reasons.

1) It allows CiMLoop design space exploration to be much
faster, as the DNN does not need to be run to evaluate
each CiM design.

2) It permits multi-fidelity modeling by letting users trade
off the fidelity of distributions with the amount of
user effort required to obtain distributions. Users may
provide CiMLoop with distributions that are easy-to-
obtain, yet low-fidelity (e.g., model ReRAM device
input voltage as a uniform distribution from 0V to
1V); moderately-easy-to-obtain and moderate-fidelity
(e.g., two’s-complement encode a DNN input tensor and
use the resulting distribution as ReRAM device input
voltages); or difficult-to-obtain, yet high-fidelity (e.g.,
simulate a DAC generating analog voltages and use the
resulting distribution as ReRAM device input voltages).

CiMLoop assumes that the distributions of values in sep-
arate tensors are independent. Leveraging this assumption,
CiMLoop stores an independent distribution for each tensor.
Independent distributions, rather than joint distributions, are

faster to record and use in energy estimations because for
N -point probability density functions and T tensors, the
number of points that must be stored scales with O(NT ) for
independent distributions and O(NT ) for joint distributions.
We note that this restriction is not fundamental to CiMLoop,
and user-defined models may use joint distributions. However,
using a joint distribution will make CiMLoop slower, and we
found that independent distributions are sufficient to get high
accuracy (see Section III-C).

2) Per-Layer Model: For each DNN layer, plug-in models
(described in Section III-C) for each component receive dis-
tributions of data values (one distribution for each tensor) and
calculate average per-action energy. Different layers require
different per-action energies because data value distributions
can change between layers and tensors within layers [38].

3) Mapping-Invariant Energy: CiMLoop assumes that the
energy of each action by each component is mapping-invariant
(i.e., it does not change across different mappings). Note that
overall component energy is not mapping-invariant, as the
number of actions by each component depends on the mapping
(i.e., the energy per read of a buffer must be the same across
mappings, but the number of reads, and thus overall energy,
may be different).

This assumption is valid if the mapping does not affect
the distribution of values propagated for any particular ten-
sor. Generally, for regular mappings (i.e., those that can
be represented by a loop nest [13], [14]), this is the case
because mappings affect tensor elements equally (e.g., if a
mapping results in DACs propagating inputs twice as often,
then each input element is propagated twice as often and the
distribution does not change). This assumption is violated for
sparse systems that may skip zero elements [11], [12], though
CiMLoop focuses on dense CiM system modeling.

Based on this assumption, CiMLoop pre-calculates the
average energy for each action by each component, amortizing
calculation time over many mappings.

E. Example Data-Value-Dependent Calculation

As an example, we will calculate the data-value-dependent
energy consumed by ReRAM device reads whose energy E
is the product of the weight conductance G, the square of the
applied input voltage V , and the read duration Tread.

Algorithm 1 shows the calculation as it would be performed
in a design space exploration over architectures. For each
DNN layer (line 2), we profile the DNN to get probability
mass functions for input and weight values (line 3). Then,
for each architecture in the exploration (line 4), lines 5 and 6
calculate the average squared voltage and average conductance
that the architecture will use to represent inputs and weights,
respectively. This uses the architecture’s slicing and encoding
functions as defined in Section II-D (e.g., an architecture may
encode an operand as a two’s complement value and represent
this value as a voltage between 0V and 1V). For simplicity,
we do not show slicing (i.e., partitioning bits across multiple
components and/or timesteps). With slicing, then Algorithm 1
would find the average power across all slices.



Finally, we calculate average ReRAM read energy in line
7. Next, lines 8 and 9 iterate over different mappings and
calculate the number of times each mapping reads ReRAM
devices. Line 10 multiplies the number of reads by the average
read energy to get total ReRAM read energy.

Amortization of data-value-dependent calculation time is
key to CiMLoop’s speed. Calculating data-value-dependent en-
ergy and profiling DNNs consume negligible overhead because
data-value-dependent calculations (lines 5-7) are amortized
over the innermost loop (line 8), which may run for thousands
of mappings, while profiling the DNN (line 3) is amortized
over both the innermost (line 4) and intermediate (line 8)
loops. The per-mapping evaluation (line 9), is non-data-value-
dependent (based on the assumption in Secton III-D3) and
dominates runtime in most explorations.

Algorithm 1: Calculate Data-Value-Dependent
ReRAM energy in a design space exploration.
Energy GV 2TRead is the product of conductance,
squared voltage, and read duration. PI(x) and PW (y)
are the probability mass functions of inputs and
weights. VI(Arch, x) and GW (Arch, y) encode input
and weight values as voltages and conductances,
respectively.

1 Func CalcReRAMEnergy(Architectures, Layers)
/* Requires a set of architectures to

explore and a set of DNN layers to
run */

2 for Layer ∈ DNN Layers do
/* Run the layer and record

input/weight distributions */
3 PI(x), PW (x) = RecordOperandPMFs(Layer)
4 for Arch ∈ Architectures do

/* Calculate average data-value-
dependent ReRAM read energy */

5 V2
Avg =

∑
x PI(x)× VI(Arch, x)2

6 GAvg =
∑

y PW (y)×GW (Arch, y)

7 EAvg = V 2
Avg ×GAvg × Tread

8 for Mapping ∈ GetMappings(Arch, Layer)
do
/* Mapping evaluation

dominates runtime */
9 #Reads = Evaluate(Mapping, Arch)

10 Mapping.EReRAM = EAvg ×#Reads

IV. ACCURACY AND MODEL SPEED EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate CiMLoop accuracy and speed
relative to prior CiM modeling works. We will use Neu-
roSim [59] as a baseline. Note that CiMLoop uses the
NeuroSim plug-in, so any accuracy or speed differences are
due to CiMLoop’s data-value-dependent and fast modeling
pipelines. We test using ResNet18 [42] and ImageNet [60].
Other NeuroSim-provided models use the CIFAR-10 [61]
dataset which is less applicable to modern large-scale DNNs.

A. CiMLoop Accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy of CiMLoop’s statistical data-
value-dependent model, we model the NeuroSim [6] macro
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Fig. 6: CiMLoop’s data-value-dependent model is significantly
more accurate than non-data-value-dependent models.

with default parameters. NeuroSim, which calculates every
data value propagated by every modeled component, is used
as a ground truth. We compare the following:

• CiMLoop uses an input, output, and weight distribution
for each DNN layer as described in Section III-C.

• Non-Data-Value-Dependent is a fixed-energy model [9].
We optimistically assume that energy is calculated using
data values averaged over all layers. In general, the fixed-
energy model would not incorporate any knowledge of
the DNN.

Fig. 6 compares the accuracy of these two setups when
measuring full-macro energy across different layers of
ResNet18 [42]. Relative to the NeuroSim ground-truth es-
timates, CiMloop’s data-value-dependent model achieves an
average/max error of 3%/7% while the fixed-energy model has
an average/max error of 28%/70%. The fixed-energy model
has high error because it does not model the distributions of
inputs, outputs, and weights, which vary across DNN layers
and significantly affect analog component energy. CiMLoop’s
data-value-dependent model accounts for these distributions,
reducing error. CiMLoop’s remaining error is due to statistical
model error from representing the values of tensors in each
DNN layer using independent distributions.

B. CiMLoop Speed

We compare the modeling speed of CiMLoop and Neu-
roSim when running the default NeuroSim macro running
ResNet18/ImageNet [42], [60] one input image on an Intel
Xeon Gold 6444Y processor. For CiMLoop we show both
single-core and 16-core performance running one or 5000
mappings. NeuroSim does not support multithreading or map-
ping exploration at the time of testing, so it is tested with one
core and one mapping.

Table II shows that CiMLoop improves modeling speed
over NeuroSim by several orders of magnitude. Time per
mapping decreases for many mappings because CiMLoop
can amortize one-time startup costs of library invocation,
intermediate file generation, and data-value-dependent energy
modeling. In most explorations, we test thousands of mappings
per system and startup consumes negligible runtime.

CiMLoop’s speed benefits would increase with larger sys-
tems and/or larger DNN workload tensors because NeuroSim
would simulate the additional components and/or operations,
while the runtime of CiMLoop’s statistical model would
not increase (see Section III-D). CiMLoop also optimizes



Model # Cores (Mappings×Layers) / Second
1 Mapping 5000 Mappings

NeuroSim [6] 1 0.07 -
CiMLoop 1 0.28 83
CiMLoop 16 2.25 1076

TABLE II: CiMLoop is orders-of-magnitude faster than prior
accurate modeling works. CiMLoop is faster for more map-
pings because it amortizes mapping-invariant calculation and
up-front invocation time.

Macro
Node
(nm) Device

Input
Bits

Weight
Bits

Array
Rows×Cols

ADC
Bits

A [16] 65 SRAM 1-8 1-8 768×768 8
B [17] 7 SRAM 4 4 64×64 4
C [18], [19] 130 ReRAM 1-8 Analog 256×256 1-10
D [20], [21] 22 SRAM 8 8 512×128* 8

*Activates a 64×128 subset of the array at once.

TABLE III: Parameterized attributes of Macros A-D.

Timeloop+Accelergy [9], [13] modeling speed, making CiM-
Loop the fastest modeling tool in Table I.

V. CASE STUDIES: PUBLISHED CIM MACROS

To validate CiMLoop and provide examples of some of
the decisions that CiMLoop can explore, we present models
of four recently-published fabricated CiM macros [16]–[21].
Each macro includes multiple contributions, but due to space
limitations, we only discuss those necessary to validate CiM-
Loop’s results. We encourage the reader to see the authors’
publications and our open-sourced models for each macro.

For each macro, we model the array and row/column drivers
using the NeuroSim [6] plug-in. We create memory cell
models and calibrate the area/energy of each component to
match published values. Unless otherwise stated, all dataflows
are weight-stationary with weights pre-loaded into the macro’s
CiM array, inputs sent to the CiM array, and outputs read from
the CiM array. Table III shows parameterized attributes of each
of the CiM macros. CiMLoop can model systems with varied
technology nodes, bit precisions, and device technologies. For
inputs to DNN workloads, we use ImageNet [60] inputs and
Wikipedia [62] for image and language models, respectively.

A. Validating CiMLoop

In this section, we validate CiMLoop models against pub-
lished Macros A-D. We compare CiMLoop-modeled results
with the published data for each macro, which include both
simulated and silicon-measured results. For each of the fol-
lowing plots, we include macros for which we could find
published data (e.g., the papers for Macros A/B/D, but not C,
have voltage sweep results). For ease of visualization, plots
show a representative subset of validation data. We report
average percent error measurements using all validation data,
including data that we do not show in plots.

1) Energy/Throughput and Supply Voltage: Fig. 7 validates
CiMLoop modeling Macros A/B/D energy and throughput
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across varying supply voltages. Macro B energy is data-
value-dependent, so we show results for small and large data
values. For supply voltage sweeps, CiMLoop’s average energy
efficiency and throughput errors are 7% and 2%.

2) Energy/Throughput and Input Encoding: Fig. 8 validates
CiMLoop modeling Macros B/C energy and throughput for
varying numbers of input bits. For these sweeps, CiMLoop’s
energy efficiency and throughput errors are 6% and 5%.

3) Energy Breakdown: Fig. 9 validates CiMLoop modeling
the energy breakdowns of Macros C and D. For Macro C, we
report energy for 1b, 2b, and 8b inputs to show that CiMLoop
can capture how the energy of each component scales with
the number of input bits. Modeled Macro D miscellaneous
energy is lower than the reference due to components we
did not model; accuracy could be improved by adding more
components into our model (recall that models are user-
defined and components can be added easily). For discrete
components, CiMLoop’s average energy error is 4%.

4) Area Breakdown: Fig. 10 validates CiMLoop modeling
the area breakdowns of Macros A/B/C/D. As with the energy
breakdown, modeled Macro D miscellaneous area could be
made more accurate by modeling miscellaneous components.
For discrete components, CiMLoop’s average area error is 8%.

5) Data-Value-Dependent Energy: Fig. 11 validates CiM-
Loop modeling the data-value-dependent energy of Macro B.
As average MAC value increases, Macro B’s DAC switches
more often to supply larger input values and its analog adder
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charges/discharges with larger analog values. These data-
value-dependent effects can increase macro energy by 2.3×.

B. Exploring with CiMLoop

In this section, we show the usefulness of CiMLoop. We
explore one level of the CiM stack using each of Macros A-C
and model a full system using Macro D. Finally, we perform
a cross-macro comparison.

1) Mapping: Macro A [16] reuses outputs, rather than in-
puts, between adjacent CiM array columns (Shown in Fig. 3).
Reusing outputs, and not inputs, between every N array
columns increases output reuse N× but decreases input reuse
N×. This affects DAC/ADC energy; more output reuse can
decrease ADC converts and ADC energy, but trading off input
reuse increases DAC converts and DAC energy. This decision
also changes available mappings; if adjacent array columns
reuse outputs, then we must map workload operations to share
outputs between those columns (i.e., map one output channel
to those columns). Otherwise, the array is underutilized.

In Fig. 12 we explore Macro A configurations that reuse
outputs between different numbers of columns. We test config-
urations when running a maximum-utilization (matrix-vector
multiply with dimensions matching the array) and variable-
utilization (ResNet18 [42]) workloads. We report DAC, ADC,
and other energy. For the maximum-utilization workload,
increasing output reuse reduces lower ADC energy but trades
off higher DAC energy. For the variable-utilization workload,
the three-column-reuse configuration is uniquely lower energy
than the other configurations. This is because ResNet18 [42]
uses many 3× 3 convolutional kernels, and they were able to
achieve high-utilization mappings on the three-column-reuse
macro. This is one of the reasons why Jia et al. use three-
column-reuse in their fabricated chip [16].

2) Circuits: Macro B [17] uses an analog adder circuit that
sums analog outputs. The ADC reads the resulting sum, rather
than each output individually, so the adder can decrease the
number of times the ADC is used. This adder comes with
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Fig. 13: Macro B + Circuits: An analog adder trades
off flexibility for compute density. Fewer-column adders can
flexibly leverage fewer-bit weights, but more-column adders
achieve higher compute density with more-bit weights.

the constraint that its inputs must come from different bits of
same weights. In Fig. 13 we explore different widths of analog
adders (1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-operand) and workloads with different
numbers of bits per weight. Adders that sum more analog
operands can increase throughput-per-area because they reduce
the number of ADCs required to read outputs. However, they
become underutilized when there are fewer bits per weight.
Larger adders also consume more chip area; for this reason,
the macro with the 8-operand adder never has the highest
throughput-per-area.

3) Architecture: Using Macro C [18], [19], we conduct an
architectural exploration over varying array sizes. We set the
number of array rows and columns to 64, 128, 256, 512,
or 1024 and test maximum-utilization (matrix-vector multi-
plication), large-tensor-size (Vision Transformer ViT [63]),
medium-tensor-size (ResNet18 [42]), and small-tensor-size
(MobileNetV3 [64]) workloads.

Fig. 14 shows that as array size increases, energy decreases
due to additional MACs amortizing ADC and digital output
sum energy. These effects are strongest for the maximum-
utilization and large-tensor-size workloads. For the medium-
tensor-size workload, effects saturate as the array grows larger
and becomes underutilized for smaller layers. For the small-
tensor-size workload, underutilization increased energy for all
array sizes and a smaller array was the lowest-energy choice.

4) Full-System: CiM systems reduce energy by reducing
off-chip data movement and by using CiM arrays to execute
many MACs in parallel. To explore the full-system effects of
these contributions, we put Macro D [20], [21] in a full system.
The system includes a DRAM backing storage [50] and a chip
that has parallel macros with input/output buffers, routers [2],
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keep all tensors on-chip.

and a global buffer. The on-chip memory can fit any tested
layer, so inputs/outputs/weights will be transferred no more
than once to/from DRAM for each layer.

Tensor size influences the number of MACs performed, so
we test large-tensor (large language model GPT-2 [49]) and
mixed-size-tensor (ResNet18 [42]) workloads. We compare
three scenarios: (1) inputs/outputs/weights stored off-chip in
DRAM and fetched for each layer; (2) inputs/outputs fetched
from DRAM, weights stationary (pre-loaded for each layer);
and (3) weights stationary, inputs/outputs kept on-chip in the
global buffer between layers [65], [66].

Fig. 15 shows the system energy breakdown for on-chip
data movement, on-chip global buffer, and off-chip data move-
ment. We see a significant reduction in overall energy when
going from off-chip weights to weight-stationary due to fewer
weight fetches. Benefits are limited, however, by input/output
fetch from off-chip. Recall that this system only transfers
inputs/outputs to/from DRAM once per layer; to see further
benefits, it is necessary to avoid transferring inputs/outputs off-
chip between layers [65], [66]. We note that weight-stationary
CiM requires sufficient memory to keep all DNN weights
on-chip. To store large DNNs, this may require a multi-chip
pipeline [2], [67] or dense storage technologies [1].

5) Cross-Macro: CiMLoop can be used to project how a
macro will scale to a new technology node and to fairly com-
pare across different macros. We compare the three SRAM-
based Macros A/B/D, scaling all macros to 7nm, using Macro
B memory cells and using an 8b ADC.

Fig. 16 compares the energy efficiency of all three macros
for different numbers of input and weight bits. Macro A com-
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Fig. 16: Macros A, B, D + Cross-Macro: CiMLoop
can fairly compare CiM implementations. The lowest-energy
macro choice depends on input/weight bit precisions.

putes analog MACs with 1b inputs/weights and accumulates
results digitally. This lets Macro A flexibly leverage few-bit
inputs/weights to increase energy efficiency, but the strategy
is less efficient with more-bit inputs/weights. Macros B/D use
4b/8b analog components (shown in Fig. 3) that can increase
output reuse and reduce ADC energy. However, these compo-
nents are underutilized with few-bit inputs/weights, so Macros
B/D gain little energy efficiency from few-bit operands.

VI. RELATED WORKS

In addition to the discussed works [3]–[13], many works
have explored different parts of CiM. While CiMLoop models
area/energy/throughput, IBM AI Hardware Kit [68], Cross-
Sim [69], and MemTorch [70], model DNN accuracy. Eva-
CiM [71] models the CPU/CiM interface but not CiM macros.
Simeuro [72] and SuperNeuro [73] model spiking (rather than
deep) neural network systems. PUMA [74] provides a detailed
model of a particular DNN system but does not explore
the design space. Sparseloop [11], [12], like CiMLoop, uses
statistical analytical models, applying them to model sparse
DNN [75] systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented CiMLoop: a flexible, accurate,
and fast model that connects all levels of the CiM stack.
CiMLoop lets researchers evaluate design decisions at each
level, co-design across levels, and fairly compare CiM im-
plementations. By bringing all levels together in one model,
CiMLoop can bridge the device, circuits, and architecture re-
search communities. CiMLoop can even be used beyond CiM
to model traditional [13] accelerators and those that use other
paradigms such as photonics [76]. We hope that researchers
will use CiMLoop to share their work, publish open-source
models, and reveal new insights and co-design opportunities
that leverage the contributions of all communities.
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